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 GRAPE VARIETY 

100 % Chardonnay

 TERROIR(S)

Les Jamelles Chardonnay is made from 6 different terroirs.  Cool, mineral 

and saline terroirs, such as the Thau lagoon basin, the upper Aude valley 

near Limoux, or the western Aude department; terroirs that lend rich-

ness and roundness such as areas near Narbonne or the slopes of the Orb 

Valley; and the Aude River plain whose grapes contribute tautness and 

length. 
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Original terroirs 
of our chardonnay

  A BLEND OF WINES FROM 6 TERROIRS: COOL TERROIRS WITH MARKED 
SALINITY (FRESHNESS) AND WARMER TERROIRS (ROUNDNESS AND 
RICHNESS) 

  PRECISION AND BALANCED AROMAS INSPIRED BY CATHERINE 
DELAUNAY’S BURGUNDIAN KNOW-HOW

THROUGH THIS CHARDONNAY, I WISH TO SHARE  
MY BURGUNDIAN ORIGINS AND KNOW-HOW. THIS WINE IS 

COMPLEX AND ELEGANT, WITH PERFECT BALANCE BETWEEN 
FRESHNESS AND FRUIT, BOASTING A SLIGHT TOUCH OF  

OAK AND A RICH, LONG, HARMONIOUS FINISH. 
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 VINIFICATION

Alcoholic fermentation is slow (3 to 6 weeks) and temperature controlled. 

Approximately half of the cuvée is aged on oak and on fine lees for  

9 months with frequent stirring of the lees (bâtonnage). Malolactic  

fermentation occurs for a part of the cuvée that gives buttery notes  

and complexity to the wine.

 TASTING NOTES

Les Jamelles Chardonnay stands out for its freshness, fruit and richness, 

recalling the Burgundian origins of Catherine. Doted with gorgeous 

limpid golden colour, this wine is redolent of apricot and pear aromas, 

notes of hazelnut and white flowers, and a slightly buttery finish. The oak 

is expressed subtly through notes of candied chestnut, toffee and praline 

that are underpinned by a lemony nuance. On the palate, this is a complex, 

wellbalanced wine that boasts remarkable freshness, pleasing minerality 

and a long finish.

 FOOD & WINE

Serve chilled (12°C).  

To be enjoyed as an aperitif, with seafood, fish, cold cuts, fresh salads  

or white meats as a classic roasted chicken and its French fries. 

« Les Jamelles  
Chardonnay :  
rich, fruity and 
fresh »


